1. FY19 Best Practice Summaries:
   - Evidence supported through FY16/FY17/F18/FY19 work to improve outcomes for Graduation, Self-determination, Authentic Stakeholder Engagement, Post-secondary, and Partnerships

2. FY20 Family Engagement Toolkit
   - 7 Evidence to Practice Guides
   - FY20 Quarterly Reporting (P2I guide)

3. Professional development activities delivered to Region Representatives to support reporting and professional development during region meetings
   - Coaching within regions (peer to peer) and at the state level
   - Learning Curve Tools
   - Online Learning Modules

4. August 2019: Rookie Orientation Data Training and Coaching
5. September 2019: GaPMP Kickoff Training, Coaching and FY20 planning with district administrator

6. Participate in Learning Modules
7. Learning Curve: access data shared quarterly

8. Planning, Implementation and Evaluation of FE work
   - At Kickoff: Review FY19 FE work and sign review and planning document
   - By October 15th: Submit Planning Qtr 1 Report
   - By January 15th: Submit Qtr 2 Report & family Pre-survey
   - By April 15: Qtr 3 & final reporting and director sign-off

9. Region Meetings: 4 per Year in each Region

10. FY20 GaPMP Family Engagement Framework Starts Here

11. Gather team and assess what worked and what didn’t work

12. Create yearly plan with data collection methods

13. Use data collected to evaluate outcomes

14. Evaluate Quarterly Reporting Data
15. Review Data Tools and Feedback
16. Provide Ongoing Coaching and Training Opportunities
17. Evaluate Family Pre/Post Survey
18. Evaluate Learning Target Data
19. Coalesce Returned Data for Improved GaPMP Outcomes

20. Evaluate Family Pre/Post Survey Responses of Target Group
21. Evaluate Learning Target Data collected from Target Group

22. Network with families/partners to seek feedback (Family Pre Survey and/or informal conversation)
23. Collaborate with families/partners to impact student outcome (data collection of vital behavior actions & student achievement)